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Contact Details 
  
Club office:  
 Telephone:  04-939-4167 
 Fax:  04-939-4168 
 Office open: 
  Mon & Fri 930am-6pm 
  Tue: sometimes 
   Weds & Thur 10am-2pm 
 Email address: 
   admin@ebymbc.org.nz  
 Web Page:    
  www.ebymbc.org.nz 
 
Postal address:  
  PO Box 14-496, 

   Kilbirnie,   
   Wellington 6241 
 

Physical address:  
   501 Evans Bay Parade,  

  Kilbirnie,  
  Wellington 6021 

 
Slip master / Bookings           

   04-939-4169 
 

Clubhouse (members) phone 
   04-939-4170 

 
Management committee contact 

details are on Page 11. 
 

The Spinnaker is produced 
quarterly, contributions (written 
and photographic) are welcome. 
 Editor:  Gavin Pascoe 
  027 309 8936 
  gavin.pascoe@gmail.com 

 
Black & White Advertising 
 Business card size $30 
 Quarter page $50 
 Half page $100 
 Full page $150 
Bulk orders placed in advance:  
 20% discount for 2 ads 
 25% discount for 3-5 ads 
 30% discount for annual 

contract. 
Colour printing is the same for 

business card or quarter 
page, but for anything larger 
is $220 for one issue or $800 
for a year. 

 
The Spinnaker is printed by 

AdPrint 
 60 Cambridge Terrace 
 04-384-2844 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

From the manager: 
 

 

Well winter is meant to be the quiet time around here, but it has been anything but… 

There has been plenty of activity on in the past few months including: 

 

Winter Series Racing – We managed to get racing on 4 of the 6 scheduled race days, 

with 67 boats competing in 11 divisions I think we can call that another success.  Once 

again, thank you to all those who volunteer to make these series happen and 

congratulations to all the prize winners. 

 

Another AGM has rolled, Alison has done a great report which is included in this edition 

of the Spinnaker.  For the Official (and much more boring) account of the evening, check 

out the minutes on the club website (or noticeboard). 

 

New Travelift – The club has purchased a replacement Travelift for the Slipway.  A huge 

thanks to Peter and Sven for all their hard work in making this happen.  It’s a significant 

purchase for the club which really futureproofs the slipway operations.  There is further 

details and photos contained in this edition of the Spinnaker as well. 

 

Coming Sailing Season – The 2017-18 summer sailing season is just around the corner, 

the sailing committee have issued a draft calendar which is available on the website and 

the notice of race and sailing instructions will be available soon.  If the weather plays 

ball this season it looks like there will be some exciting events on the water for everyone 

to be involved with. 

 

Combined Keelboat Series – One of the events this coming season is a combined 

keelboats series which will incorporate the opening days of Lowry Bay (1 Oct), 

ourselves (7 Oct) and Royal Port Nicholson (14 Oct) as well as three other sailing days 

during October and November.  Again further details are hidden within this edition of 

the Spinnaker (This is starting to sound like a treasure hunt). 

 

Membership fees – Membership fees for the 2017-18 year are due on the 30th of 

September, you should receive your invoice by the 10th of September. If you haven’t 

received an invoice, or have any questions, please contact me in the office on 939 4167 

or via email generalmanager@ebymbc.org.nz 

 

420 Quiz Night Fundraiser – Saturday the 2nd of September saw a great night hosted by 

the Wellington 420 Worlds Squad.  With nearly 100 people at the club it was a great 

atmosphere and a very entertaining evening. 

 

Friday Evening Speaker Series – Thanks to Phil Williams for using his contacts to begin 

a Friday Night Speaker Series.  We kicked off with Brett Linton talking about his 

upcoming adventure with Dongfeng Race Team for the Volvo Ocean Race and on the 

15th of September we have Matt Hibbard form Emirates Team New Zealand coming in 

for a chat.  If you have any requests/ideas for who we should get next, please let either 

myself or Phil know. 

 

Opening Day 2017 – Opening Day for the 2017-18 Season will be on Saturday 7 

October, with the doors opening at 1100hrs, opening ceremony at 1200hrs and racing at 

1400hrs. 

 

EBYMBC Combined Keelboats Race – Saturday 4 November is EBYMBCs turn to host 

the combined keelboats series, we will be doing a mark foy style start from 1100hrs 

(start times to be advised) and most importantly we will be including a launches/motor 

boat division.  More details regarding this will be released soon. 

  

So, as I say, there’s plenty going on around the place and plenty of things coming up to 

get involved with! 

  

See you all at the Club soon. 

 

Cheers 

Rowdy 

 

mailto:admin@ebymbc.org.nz
http://www.ebymbc.org.nz/
mailto:gavin.pascoe@gmail.com
mailto:generalmanager@ebymbc.org.nz
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AGM report 
Alison Pritchard 

 
I haven't been at the club much recently, so it was something of a shock when I walked through the door on a cool, damp August 

evening to discover the air think with tension, voices raised & angry, the threat of violence almost palpable. The bar seemed split, 

both physically & emotionally, sideways glances bounced off the walls, I wondered had the unspoken trailer yacht/keeper divide 

finally been given voice?  An interesting evening ahead appeared unavoidable.  

 

Ah that it we're, that it were.  Maybe another year, this AGM, the club's 98th, was to be an exercise in polite restraint.  For a 

dismal evening there was a safe quorum, a good 40+ people, the usual suspects, & if the many apologists had turned up the dance 

floor would have been fit to burst.  Interesting though, I only counted 8 women, is this representative of the club population in 

general? 

 

The usual formalities were moved through almost faster than I could write, as was the election of officers, all pre-decided (by way 

of there being only one nominee, as opposed to election rigging), the only roles for discussion being Comms & Events; with some 

arm twisting Jane Thomassen volunteered for the former, the latter is - your name here.  Likewise most of the committees were 

filled with regulars, with just a couple of fresh faces pressed into service. 

 

We then moved on to Mike Appleyard's 100th anniversary update.  There's a phenomenal amount of work already underway, a 

sub committee of obviously hard working, dedicated centenary-ists.  Mike showed documentation that puts the club founding 

meeting as June 9th, 1919, with notices of the event published in both The Dominion & The Evening Post.  Many functions are in 

the pipeline for the centenary year of roughly June 2018 to June 2019, one of the most significant being the hosting of the 

Tauranga & Tanner Cups in January 2019, it was noted that the Tanner Cup started at EBYMBC, & the first holder was one of our 

own.  Also in the planning stages are a range of centenary branded clothing, a publication & a lavish dinner function that is 

expected to be attended by hundreds...first come first served when tickets come on sale. At some stage in the future there will be a 

survey put out to gauge the level of participation likely in centenary events, your contribution to this survey will help considerably 

with planning efforts. 

 

Next on the agenda was an update on the Three Year plan, which likewise has been the recipient of considerable time, thought & 

dedication.  Club Manager Rowdy listed a number of significant accomplishments for this year & plans for the one ahead.  

Notably upgrades to the slipway & hardstand, a new travel lift, an impressive list of events held over 2016/17, regattas, races & 

social events, many of which will be repeated next year.  Of note is increased cooperation between the three keeler clubs - 

ourselves, RPNYC & Lowry Bay, with each holding championship races on the other's Opening days to encourage participation.  

The purchase of six O'pen BIC training dinghies is a significant addition to the club fleet, & the improved relationship with WCC 

an ongoing achievement.  Lyall Bay SLSC has a considerably increased involved with Evans Bay, & TRIYA is going from 

strength to strength.  Keep an eye on the club website, we're hoping to bring you online race registration in the near future, and the 

presentation of the Three Year Plan will be the site shortly too. 

 

The only voice of discontent was a member who complained that questions to Mancom members were brushed aside, but 

everyone ignored him.  Seriously though, Rowdy noted that questions for Mancom are best sent in writing to him, either via email 

or its snail equivalent, that way they are documented & cannot be lost or ignored.  It's no guarantee you'll get the answer you're 

after, but at least it will have gone through due process. 

 

And so the meeting came to a close at 1855 & the President apologised to me for the lack of anything really exciting to write 

about.  Next year at the very least it’d be nice to have handbags at 50 paces.  And in fairness, while a bit of biff is always 

entertaining, how could anyone not be impressed with the amount of hard work going on around the club, it truly is exciting to 

hear how much is happening. 
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EBY&MBC Centennial Committee 

 
 
Committee Members: 

 
Our committee comprises the following members. 

 

Chris Hargreaves (Commodore): Chris provides a very valuable direct link to the Club’s Management, as well as informed 

input to the committee proceedings.  

 

Gavin Pascoe: Gavin will be well known to many as the editor of our quarterly magazine (Spinnaker). Gavin has taken on 

the task of assembling historic material and drafting our centennial publication. 

 

Jane Thomassen: Jane initially took on the task of accounting for all monies committed and spent and has now extended 

this to fund raising and grants. 

 

Debbie Gee: Debbie has taken on responsibility for the provision of suitable centennial apparel and other memorabilia. 

Debbie has also gained access to a survey programme (Survey Monkey) which is to be used to survey Club Members on a 

range of issues that we need feedback on. 

 

Jennifer Loader: Jennifer is our minute secretary and is preparing centennial logo options for apparel and memorability. 

 

Murray Thomas: Murray researched the Club’s founding as reported by both Wellington daily newspapers of the time. 

 

Gary Wagstaff: Gary has an extensive knowledge of the Club’s earlier days through his families’ long involvement which 

provides historical context to our discussions. 

 

Frances Velvin: Frances joined the committee after our initial formation and has taken on a role in the fund raising area. 

 
Club Founding: 

 
The Dominion and The Evening Post newspapers both published articles in their 11th June, 1919 editions that reported the 

initial meeting of “enthusiastic yachtsmen” which took place on Monday, 9th June, 1919. Our Centennial Year will therefore 

start on 9th June, 2018 and conclude on 9th June, 2019, (or a date that facilitates the planned events). 

 

Centennial Programme: 

 
Our proposed centennial programme is: 

99th AGM Members Function (August 2018): Please note that it is not intended to move the 99th AGM to coincide with 

the initial meeting date (9th June), due to the short time available to produce audited accounts for the annual report and, to do 

so, would require an amendment to the constitution.  

Centennial Season Opening Day (October 2018) 

P Class Nationals (Tauranga/Tanner Cups – January, 2019): EBY&MBC were the instigators of the youth class Tanner 

Cup competition in 1947 which was won by our very own Bill Hayman.  

Paper Tiger Nationals (Jan 2019): The Paper Tiger association has requested that they bring the National Championship 

regatta to EBY&MBC during our centennial year. 

Centennial Year Regatta (February/March, 2019) 

Centennial Function (July, 2019) 

100th AGM Members Function (August, 2019) 

 
Centennial Branded Apparel: 
 

The proposed apparel will include (but not necessarily be limited to), caps, a hooded sweatshirt, a non-hooded sweatshirt, a 

polo shirt and a jacket. The quantities and sizing required are essential to gain the best possible pricing for members. To avoid 

having a lot of un-sold apparel items will only be ordered on a firm commitment together with a substantial deposit.  
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Online Member’s Survey: 

 
An on line survey of members will be undertaken to gain feedback on the proposed programme and to gather information 

necessary to plan events. The information being sought will cover the Centennial Dinner, numbers attending, and how much are 

members prepared to pay. 

 

Which items of apparel would members be interested in purchasing, what size, quantities and pricing? 

 

With an extensive programme of sailing events planned, a large number of volunteers will be required to help organize and 

successfully run these. 

 

We need to know the numbers of members that will enter the Centennial Regatta and the class of boat, because if one is sailing, 

one will not be available to help run the event. 

 

And finally we would like feedback on the overall programme and any suggestions of other centennial events that could be 

included. 

 

For those members without online access to the club’s website, arrangements will be made to gather your input by either a paper 

questionnaire or some other method which will help gather feedback from as many members as possible.  

 

I trust this gives an insight into what is planned and how you, as a member can provide valuable input to make our Centennial 

Year a great success. If you have any questions or would like to know more about the centennial project, please do not hesitate to 

approach myself or any member of the committee. 

 

 

Mike Appleyard 

Centennial Committee Chairman 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

A WRONG TURN GIVES RISE TO A GOOD ONE 

 

On my maiden voyage I hit the bricks and cracked one of the hulls in  my recently 

purchased Paper Tiger (or raft as some would call it). 

 

Sailing down the Primrose Path of Life, I felt like Michael J Fox in the Pepsi Ad 

when I saw that my problem had gone away. It had been fixed. Being the sleuth that 

I am, I asked Rowdy, who I had to thank. His reply: Mike Hood and The Package. 

 

In my 60 years and the 70 plus years my father was associated with the Evans Bay 

Yacht and Motor Boating Club, I've never heard of this happening before. 

 

Mike Hood and The Package. 

 

You are The Package 

 

Thank you 

Phil Hartley 
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HUMBLE BEGINNINGS OF THE WELLINGTON PAPER TIGER FLEET 
Andy Brown 

 
Like most kids with a fascination for sailing, the first step was to convince your parents to build or buy you a 

“P” Class. 

 

My introduction to sailing was no different. Dad built my first P Class “Minnie” P216 and I was virtually 

thrown in the deep end to try and figure out how to sail it. The first season was spent going up and down 

outside the club learning to capsize and right it on a regular basis. As confidence grew I ventured out as far 

as shoal pile. 

 

The P Class fleet at Evans Bay in those days numbered over 50 boats and on race day they had three 

divisions. We had no coaches to help us and relied on the senior P Class boys to pass on their knowledge. 

 

 
 

After a couple of seasons learning the ropes, the fascination for catamarans grew in my mind. This was 

encouraged by the likes of Bob Garrett, who owned a 12ft Kitty Cat called “Smokey”. He use to lend his 

boat to the P Class kids after racing while he had a hot shower and then went off to the bar for a few beers. 

His only stipulation was that we unrigged his boat and put it away. We didn’t mind as it gave us a chance to 

sail a pretty exciting boat at that time, and for Bob he could spend more time in the bar re running the events 

of the day. This certainly encouraged a number of kids at Evans Bay to take up catamaran sailing. 

After three years sailing the P Class I had reached the age of 15years old and it was time to change classes. I 

had already made up my mind that I wished to sail a catamarans and not go down the path of others who 

opted to sail either a Zeddie of Junior Cherub. 

 

The obvious choice for me was to try and buy a Kitty Cat, the same as Bob Garrett’s. At the time of 

launching the P Class Dad had made a deal with me, which was basically if you wished to continue sailing 

after the P Class the proceeds from the sale of the boat would be mine to go towards my next boat. But if I 

didn’t want to continue with sailing the money went back to Dad. 
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In the Black Shed there were a number of old Kitty Cats which were never really used much, and so I 

managed to convince one of the owners to sell me his boat for the price I got for the P Class. Unfortunately it 

was not in very good shape and required a fair bit of work to get it ready for the water. The hulls had 

compressed after a lengthy time on the top rack and the decks needed replacing. Not been put off by the task 

at hand, I repaired the boat to the best of my ability and “Tom Cat” was relaunched. With Don Manning as 

crew we had a couple of awesome seasons in this boat. 

 

 
 

My first introduction to a National Contest came with a trip to Auckland in 1967, where the Rothmans 

Catamaran Week was held. Rocker Ryan was generous enough to take “Tom Cat” up to the contest on top of 

“Hot Foot” (Shearwater Cat) towed by his trusty Vanguard. What a great introduction to Catamaran sailing. 

At this contest there was a guy by the name of Ron Given who had previous experience in the A Class 

Catamarans. Ron had seen a hole in the market for a one man, low cost, easy constructed boat, suitable for 

wide range of age groups, and had produced this boat he called “Paper Tiger”. I immediately took a shine to 

this great little boat and came back from Auckland determined I was going to get a Paper Tiger. There were 

a number of other options  at the time with Graham Stanton of A Class Catamaran fame experimenting with 

a range of smaller catamarans constructed either out of tortured ply of cold moulded bottoms with ply sides. 

A couple of Wellington guys opted for the Graham Stanton version, but for me my mind was already made 

up. 

 

Plans were duly ordered and materials sourced. At 16 years old with 

very little experience in building boats except helping Dad with the P 

Class I set about building my first Paper Tiger in the family garage in 

Wadestown. Without the aid of any power tools I managed to 

construct a set of hulls closely resembling what I had seen in 

Auckland. Does anyone remember products such as Aerolite glue and 

Aeroglass Resin? These were the go-to adhesives at the time. The 

hulls were finished off with a pink and white colour scheme (British 

Paints Little Ships enamel) hand painted, complete with gold painted 

beams. I was so chuffed I had done it. 

 

So the first Paper Tiger to hit Wellington’s waters was my newly constructed Paper Tiger “Snoopy” (PT58) 

which was launched in December 1968. After a brief sail “Snoopy” was loaded onto Murray Knowles’ 

trailer together with his Stanton designed boat for the trip down to Lake Brunner for Rothmans National 

Catamaran Championships. Yes I now had the bug and somehow had convinced my parents that I would be 

Ok with Knowlesy. Little did they know. 
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The trip down to Brunner was a bit of an eye opener for me. Knowlesy had this Mk2 Zephyr which he had 

tinkered with to get a bit of extra performance out of and fancied himself as a bit of a rally driver. The fact 

he had a trailer on the back with two boats on top didn’t seem to make any difference to how he drove it. 

After three and a half hours drinking on the ferry with his mates he then proceeding to drive at what seemed 

like 100 mph through the middle of the night to Greymouth. I do remember quite vividly coming up to the 

approaches of a one way bridge somewhere around Inangahua with the trailer out at right angles and 

wondering how the hell we were ever going to get through the gap. However in true Knowlesy fashion he 

put the wheel in opposite lock, planted his foot, closed his eyes, and low and behold the trailer straightened 

up and shot the gap (quite scary for a 16 year old). At about 5am just as the sun was starting to come up we 

were around 25 miles out of Greymouth when the poor old Zephyr started to overheat. Knowlesy pulled over 

and stuck his head under the bonnet and announced that one of the frost plugs in the engine block was 

leaking quite badly. After letting the engine cool down and filling the radiator with water numerous times we 

limped into Greymouth and waited for a garage to open so that we could get a replacement. 

 

We eventually arrived in the settlement of Moana on the shores of Lake Brunner totally shattered. For those 

who have not been to Moana, in those days it was basically a railway and saw milling  settlement, supported 

by a general store, post office, local garage, and the one and only Chateau Moana Hotel. The yacht club 

facilities consisted of two old railway wagons put together to form the club rooms. 

 

Lake Brunner was an interesting place to sail. Generally the wind was non-existent in the morning with a 

good often gusty south west breeze up to 20 knots springing up in the afternoon. The lake was full of 

sawdust, a left over from the saw milling days. As you came ashore you would end up knee deep in the stuff. 

The Paper Tiger fleet comprised of 7 entries mostly from the South Island except for me. One boat, named 

“Tiger Rag” was brought down from Auckland by Ken Fay and given to one of the local Greymouth lads to 

sail. Ken also brought his A Class Catamaran “Star Dust” down and managed to walk away with the A Class 

title (his boat was a GTF design which was short for Ron Given, Malcolm Tennant, and Ken Fay). 

 

Sailing for the Paper Tiger title was tight with several boats having a turn at the front. However consistency 

pays off and I eventually took out the title closely followed by Bud Nalder of Nelson. This was not without 

mishap where in one race the transom let go in one of my hulls and was only held on by the deck. It was OK 

going down wind as it would empty out, but it was a different story upwind. The cause of the problem was 

that the fibre glass resin holding the transom in had not gone off properly and was still tacky (Lesson 1 - pay 

attention to resin/hardener ratios when mixing the stuff – Almost cost me the contest). 
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Well as they say, the rest is history. The Paper Tiger fleet grew rapidly throughout the country. 

 

Full credit must go to Ron Given who designed a boat that could be built by virtually anyone. The plans and 

detailed building specification were easy to follow and almost fool proof. Things are a little different these 

days with carbon fibre, space frames and additional stiffening used everywhere. The design has truly stood 

the test of time with the 50
th

 Anniversary of the class coming up at Christmas. National contests still see up 

to 50 boats competing. 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

If like Andy you have any photos from any period in the Club’s life, and are willing to 

share them for the purpose of research for the club’s centennial book, please contact 

Gavin at gavin.pascoe@gmail.com or  

027 3098936. 

 

Am also interested in any related printed paraphernalia like regatta programmes, 

pennants, social invitations or tickets, etc. 

 

Family stories, myths, yarns, all welcome! 

mailto:gavin.pascoe@gmail.com
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A Winter’s tale.    By Geoff Head 
 
At the Winter Series prize-giving on Saturday I was surprised to hear the announcement that the Cup for Cruising Division Line 

Honours was won by our boat Halo. Amazed because we’d never actually won any of the races (I’m told it’s all about averages 

and consistency!) and chuffed because it is the first time ever I have entered any yachting competition. 

 
 

 
 

 

So how did we get here? It started last summer when my neighbour at Chaffers Marina, Paul Wavish of Temptation, started 

piquing my interest in racing when I’d see him set off on Saturday mornings - and not just because of the boat load of beautiful 

girls he always seemed to attract! 

 

Two years ago Graciela and I bought our first boat, Halo, a Whiting 29 built in 1985. Since then we have been busy learning how 

to sail and cruising around Wellington Harbour as well as venturing over Cook Strait a couple of time to explore the Marlborough 

Sounds. The boat had previously been a live-aboard and not maintained much in recent years so I’d also been happily working on 

a multitude of boat maintenance projects which provided a great way to learn all about the intricacies (and costs) of yacht 

ownership. 

 

Paul suggested I look at joining the Evans Bay Club. He assured me that they were a great bunch of people and that the racing was 

not as stressful as the ‘other’ club. I was still unsure if I wanted to get into racing so he invited me to crew with him to see if I 

liked it. So I joined up with Temptation for a few races to learn the ropes; racing techniques, start times, course instructions and 

communications, signing on and meeting some of the other club members. On the last race Paul let me helm Temptation which 

gave me a boost of confidence. I was hooked! 

 

So in May we signed on for our first race, the East-West Pub to Club Dash. A  couple of Paul’s regular crew, Murray and Helen, 

offered to help us out, plus some old mates Peter, Eduardo and Paul (all new to racing) with Graciela made up the balance of the 

crew.  It proved to be the perfect introduction to get over our racing nerves: a beautiful day, with very light winds and lots of fun. 

We even got to fly our big spinnaker. This was fun! 
 
Buoyed by the success of this experience I formally joined the EBYMBC and entered Halo for our first serious event, the Winter 

Series. Six races over June, July, August.  

 

Apart from the two races which were cancelled due to bad weather we had a fantastic series with beautiful weather ranging from 

almost dead calm to stiff 22 knots northerly on the last race out to Somes Island and back.  

 

No disasters but the only difficulty we had a couple of times was understanding the course instructions. Is there any possibility this 

could be communicated by email (or text) to all Cruising Division boats on the morning of the race?  

 

It’s certainly been a steep learning curve for us but it’s been a fantastic experience and we’ll certainly be back! 
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NEW Travel lift!    By Peter Maherides 
 

Late in July a very large container arrived at EBYMBC, after three years of discussions, meetings and 

business cases our replacement Travelift was finally here. Two weeks later the new Travelift was up and 

running and our old machine was heading north to enjoy its retirement in warmer climes. 

 

From a technical perspective we have replaced like with like, we have the same lifting capacity, beam and 

height but the technology is world away from our old machine, the new machine is a 2009 model so fifteen 

years younger with all the bells and whistles. 
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A Boatman’s Holiday and Freedom Sailing     By Paul Beaumont 

 

It was 1976. Gandalf and I had been sailing the Whitsunday Islands in Central Queensland.  'Readies and 

rations' were dwindling fast and consequently I was about to raid the emergency bilge supply of “textured 

vegetable protein” (TVP) – but more properly read - “soy bean flakey stuff”. While it was probably 

sustaining it did not induce salivation at all ... and I will eat almost anything.  

 

I had come by the TVP in Auckland when I was 

preparing to leave NZ. A British cruising couple 

asked me if I wanted to combine with them to make 

a bulk purchase of dehydrated 'mince'. My brain had 

registered 'meat'.  Yes...I would be in. However the 

product was not flesh at all. It was rather like ripped 

and crumpled cardboard. Despite coming with a 

cooking pamphlet my best experimental attempts at 

an edible preparation just produced a bland brown 

'splodge'. But yes, probably sustaining, and I could 

have fairly often arranged a fish supplement.  I was 

anchored close to one of the most popular 

anchorages in the Whitsundays–Nara Inlet on Hook 

Island. There, it was only necessary to scramble  

100 metres or so from favoured dinghy landings to  

Be able to find rock oysters still plentiful. A bonus was aboriginal rock art nearby. What I am saying is that 

there was sustenance (and culture) for the taking, with a little effort. 'TVP' with a 'side' of oysters – maybe a 

meal?   

 

I never did find the art – maybe an Aussie hoax...there were yacht names painted on some cliffs 

though...maybe that was the 'primitive' art in the inlet? 

 

Quite fortuitously, I was saved from further fear of 

the brown mash. While anchored at South Molle 

Island, a lone yachtsman sailed in from the north.  

We got to chatting and he told me that he had just 

escaped from employment at the Royal Hayman 

Island Resort. Life there had been too restricting for 

his free spirit. He had sailed the resort trimaran, and 

he suggested that any yachtie passing by who could 

demonstrate some expertise could 'sail' into his 

recent job. 

 

I headed north the next morning and anchored at a 

pretty undesirable site.  I dragged the hook in hard 

100m off a coral face, and rowed to the resort jetty 

and sought out the marine manager. “Yes”... if I had 

sailed from NZ then I could be the trimaran skipper 

tomorrow. Better still he would allow Gandalf to 

use a mooring that was designed & maintained for a 

100 or so, ton vessel. The cyclone season was 

imminent and I requested that my employment was 

conditional on me being free to take whatever 

action I wished to look after Gandalf. That was OK 

...the tri just needed to be well secured to its 

mooring first. Easy. (The reality was actually quite  

Oysters from Nara inlet 
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different). The particular cyclone passed some distance away, BUT, on returning from the 'cyclone refuge' at 

Gulnare inlet (Whitsunday Is.), one of the Hayman fleet  found a resort mooring buoy  (a large aircraft wheel 

and tyre) floating free a couple of  miles from its 'proper place'.  Its 'ground tackle' had only recently been 

serviced! The mooring was not Gandalf`s, but identical.  The resort moorings were immediately checked and 

they were all about to disconnect. Some of the huge shackles had pins secured with a slot for a flat steel 'flap' 

bent over like a split pin.  At a recent refurbishment the 'flaps' were all replaced. The resort had none of the 

proper 'designed flaps' and Hayman engineers (Expert general engineers!- they maintained two huge 

generators and did lots of general fabrication/repair)  had fashioned substitutes  - from some  sheet steel at 

hand.  Electrolysis had corroded their work in no time. ...And I had believed Gandalf had been on the safest 

mooring ever! 

 

The Trimaran was a 36ft Piver I think.  I was not familiar with multihulls and neither was anyone in the 

resort marine division. The hulls had reverse sheer and the outer hulls had small 'shark fin' like 'keels'. Very 

few cruising yachts visited (someone would have known the type of tri?), as the cruising grapevine clearly 

'messaged' that Hayman was hostile territory. It was! The other 20 or so staff of the marine division regarded 

sailboats as something alien, and the 'tri' as just a management folly. The story was that it had been 

purchased on a whim by a manager for a 'good price'. Well that would be debateable - it had very serious 

issues.  Within a couple of days as skipper, and when attempting some minor maintenance I made an 

alarming discovery.  The interior of much of the plywood hull was fibreglassed. That seemed strange - and it 

was indeed - The fibregass covered charcoal!!  I suppose, in jest, the hull construction could be classed as 

some sort of  'new' composite  type sandwich construction – ie Fibreglass- plywood- charcoal- fibreglass.   

 

Clearly there had been a serious fire aboard the trimaran. But it gets worse: The outer floats were both fire 

damaged also.  It seems likely that someone might have chosen multiple fires as some sort of solution for 

their problem craft, but had failed. After some 'cosmetics', the Hayman management had then picked it up 

cheap. Actually for the purpose the boat was used it was probably adequate. The ply sheathing was maybe 

little more than half its original thickness in the worst areas, but critical gluelines, etc were still intact. In my 

humble opinion it seemed 'fit for purpose'. The tri and I just sailed for a couple of hours morning and 

afternoon... and only within sight of the resort. I was forbidden to sail in over 20 kts of wind, but not because  

of known construction flaws - but the tri had no small headsails and some of the  of the guests may become 

alarmed with 'too boisterous' sailing. Soon after I arrived the cabin was lined with a product that was being 

used to reline some resort 'lodges' - a grooved fake timber - “Ranchwall” - It just looked really tacky, but 

partly hid the strange 'repair'. I am not suggesting that the lining was placed to hide the unusual 

'construction', someone had just thought that it would look prettier. The two carpenters tasked with relining 

the lodges (and trimaran) would not work without a third person to continuously swat the large march flies 

which persistently nip (very noticeable) for a month or so in summer…But they were overjoyed to work on 

the tri... the insects did not venture to the end of the 300m jetty!  Besides the sweaty humidity, the summer 

tropics have numbers of nasties. The winter is sublime by comparison. 

 

A framed notice in the trimaran cabin proclaimed that it could carry 20(!!) guests, plus me (skipper) 

provided that I had a launchmaster qualification. Well I had no qualifications of that type at all. The resort 

seemed unconcerned. So was I. Questions of legality, liability etc were never considered. “Queensland rules” 

would undoubtedly sort any problem. The Hayman front desk never burdened me by sending more than 15 

'crew' down the jetty. 

 

The Tri had 21 neatly packed lifejackets, a lifebuoy, some flares, a reliable10 hp diesel, liferails - stoutly 

constructed by a the resort plumber I suspect, an anchor, and a head. Also she sported just three striped red 

white and blue sails, a main, and a couple of genoas. 
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Concerning my lack of a “ticket” for skippering the beast: well the other marine staff told me of attempts to 

employ skippers by way of a mainland recruitment agency. The agency would send over launchmasters who 

provided great amusement to the motorised 'division'. They rather enjoyed finding mirth with the sailing 

vessel and those who sailed her.  I do not think I gave them much humour except for one pretty major 

incident. 

 

We were sailing on a dull day with little 

wind. As usual some of the guests would 

hang around the cockpit helping, or 

learning the ropes, or just discussing world 

affairs or resortlife (sounded dreary). 

Much of my work in the hospitality 

industry seemed to be chatting to guests. I 

usually had 10 or 12 to amuse. Well ...one 

day preoccupied with all this, I blithely 

sailed over the reef flat and we grounded 

(pretty gently) to a halt. I let the sails fly 

free and attempted to reverse off with the 

motor. No way! There was about 12 'crew' 

on board and I persuaded perhaps half of 

them to jump off and put their shoulder to 

the various bows or anywhere they could 

lift or shove.  Full 10 hp astern and we were off. Trouble was I managed to leave most of those helpful crew 

behind. Some manoeuvres and we recovered everybody and resumed our afternoon sail. The 'composite' hull 

had seemed to have withstood the grounding OK. Above the edge of the reef face is a flat area that is mostly 

level, coarse  sand, with scattered chunks of coral which have been thrown up during storms. Fortunately we 

did not hit any of this. We were very lucky that the tide was high enough for the hull to clear the reef edge. 

But of course I would have seen the hazard if there was less water?...Maybe?  So was I watching or 

talking?..OK ..so you know! The remainder of the sail was quite animated (ie the 'crew' were). I suggested 

that at dinner that night they not did not make a major shipwreck of our small incident - as it might not help 

my employment status. Well the dining room staff informed me that the near disaster, and subsequent 

dramatic rescue by the heroic crew, was the “talk of the tables” that evening!  Normal resort life was so 

boring...and 'my crew' so disloyal! 

 

When we had got back to the jetty I dived and could see no significant damage.  I regularly sailed the tri onto 

the beach at nearby Langford Island which at low tide had a much better beach than the resort. The water 

immediately off the resort was optimistically named The Blue Lagoon despite the fact that it was dry for 

hundreds of metres at low tide.  But then... the resort called a scruffy nearby islet Bali Hai!!  I well 

remember playing 'rounders' on the Lagoon--sorry – reef flat. My first time at bat - first ball- I hit a home 

run. Staff were so impressed with the new Kiwi... but sadly I never connected with the ball again!  Anyway, 

beaching the tri at Langford Island had worn the antifouling off and any 'shipwreck consequence'  could not 

be distinguished from that. 

 

I did inform the Marine manager after work.  Bill said; “We know. The 'boss' observed it all with his 

binoculars... and you were to be sacked if you did not report it”.  I gained the impression that he doubted that 

there was no damage. I rather wondered if he had wished that I had managed to wreck 'the beast'. As the 

annual survey was coming due I was instructed to sail her 15 miles to the Airlie Beach slipway for that 

inspection. I suspect that there may have been a requirement that any such incident as a grounding  

automatically required a survey. But regulations seemed scarcely complied with. I searched out the papers 

for survey and found that 3 or 4 faults (mostly minor) were required to be fixed from the previous year. 

Nothing had been done, but the 'Island attitude' seemed to be 'no worry', as officials would not 'follow up'.  

 

That proved to be correct! Hayman Island was owned by Ansett Airlines.  
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I presume that they were more 

careful with their aircraft surveys. 

Beside it`s ferries the resort was also 

serviced by a large Sikorsky 

helicopter (about 25 passengers).  

Air NZ later bought Ansett Airlines 

(not including the resort) as a means 

of getting into the Aussie market but 

that purchase contributed 

significantly to the near collapse of 

Air NZ soon after. 'Ansett' was a 

seriously 'rundown' operation. 

Someone had not been 'duly 

diligent'? To 'save' our airline the 

government had to buy most of Air 

NZ back ... It had been earlier 

privatised. 

 

The tri survey was a farce. The young inspectors just walked around the hull with barely a glance inside.  

The rig and motor were ignored. The crusty old boatbuilder told the two young guys that  their boss had 

inspected the trimaran the previous year and that it was in “better condition now”. He must have been 

referring to the already delaminating 'Ranchwall'!?...or maybe the new antifouling paint? So they just signed 

the papers! 'Queensland rules' again. 

 

Sailing to Airlie Beach was the best sail of 'the beast' that I had. She could be fun reaching in 15 - 20 knots, 

without 'guests'. I do not recall worrying that the hulls might part company. 

 

The only other tri dramas were approaching the jetty to load/unload landlubbery guests. Sometimes the 

'motoring marine' staff' (all the others) seemed to leave very little space for the tri. I rather enjoyed fitting it 

into difficult spaces. Returning with full 'crew', it was easy as there were plenty of willing 'fender-off-ers'.  

Bringing the three pronged beast in solo each morning could be good sport. On the inner end of the 

windward side of the jetty a 180 degree turn was required with coral paralleling the jetty - and close. The lee 

side of the jetty was much preferable if room was available. The very long jetty has now gone – a boat 

harbour has been blasted out of the reef. 

 

Another example of the disdain that the other ('motorised') marine staff held for true sailors was when a 

'Carly float' went missing from the jetty. They decided that a 'yachtsman' must have done it!  I protested that 

I had never seen a yacht with a Carly float (A flat plastic raft about about 2.5m x 1.2m x 200mm). Big 

spending prawn trawlermen from the Gulf had been passing through. The Gulf of Carpentaria prawn fishery 

had become a 'goldrush' and attracted some 'boom or bust 'desperates'. Trawlers often had a Carly Float 

strapped somewhere. But NO. “it must have been a sailor!!” The trawlermen and women often spent up 

large. Yachts.- unless superyachts with superspenders - were not welcome by Hayman on the public jetty.  

'Superyachts' were often smaller and less gross in those faraway years. One, Odyssey, a large, very 

handsome, proper launch belonging to the then new lessee of Hamilton Island (he later built the resort), was 

at the jetty when a friend, Glen, returned from snorkelling with a couple of crayfish. The wealthy 

businessman offered close to a week’s pay for the crays, but Glen just refused to deal with the well-known 

multi-millionaire on principle. I might have been weaker. 

 

One interesting observation of the Hayman marine operations was the common practice of fleet crews 

'drinking on the job'. It was just normal for 'tinnies' to be on the instrument panel behind the wheel.  Perhaps 

the practice was less disabling than dehydration? It was just accepted, normal behaviour for many.  I suppose 

driving a motorboat is less demanding than sailing? ... Certainly, none of them ran their craft over a reef! 
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Despite the 'anti sailor' attitude of the other marine staff (they were really just a bit ignorant) I thoroughly 

enjoyed my stint at Hayman. Many of the near 200 staff were young, funseeking, and transient. Turnover 

was huge. About 30% of the housemaid/waiting/ bar /labouring staff seemed to have an average stay of only 

6 or 8 weeks. 

 

When I was to receive my first pay I was told by other staff I would get damn all, as a full years union fees 

would be deducted. I presumed that that was the law. I would be a happy unionist. Well, when I went to 

collect my pay it was a very light envelope indeed. That was Ok, but there was no documentation detailing 

the union 'membership' at all. I was just informed verbally.  I suggested that they might as well retain the 

lightweight envelope until next payday when they should have the proper paperwork. The next day I was 

sought out by the resort accountant and given my full pay. “You are a skipper, so do not have to join the 

AWU” (Aust. Workers union). I was paid as a labourer, as were many staff. I later learnt that the AWU 

would happily accept just 3 months deduction. The resort was choosing to deduct a year of union 

membership when a very significant proportion of the staff were young Aussie or overseas travellers, just 

topping up funds for a few weeks, Oh  well...probably just 'Queensland rules'... 

 

The resort was run as a bit of an 'island kingdom' with a tough boss, and his 6 or 7 assistant managers. Each 

manager had to entertain the guests (master of ceremonies) one night each fortnight. Eg with a Hawaian, or 

Toga, or some such 'night'. The inhouse staff said it was all a bit painful – a two week cycle of identical 

speil/jokes with the guests maybe doing 'kindylike dressups'. The trimaran skipper was not involved of 

course, although a guest once borrowed one of the tri`s colurful striped sails for some purpose. They seemed 

unsure. I gathered it was rather too much of a handful. I do not think it even made it to the party;  Not 

surprising....imagine .. “A Hot August (well January) Night” in multilayers of striped dacron (the sail hanks 

would have been magnificently punk?)....but most likely the extreme hyperthermia would have just 

prompted a striptease? 

 

For some reason when I arrived at the resort (even before I had questioned my first pay) the staff manager 

seemed to not much like me. He seemed to clearly dislike yachties, possibly as he was particularly uneasy 

with staff that he could not order from the island at short notice to Shute Harbour (the Mainland). That 

happened often when staff fell foul of management or when guest numbers dropped. Staff were told at 

10.30am to get their gear together, given their final pay, and then they would travel on the resort train' (The 

Hayman Rocket) down the jetty, to exile, on the 11am sailing of the  Hayman Princess, or Whitsunday 

Wanderer.  I understood that the abrupt removal was to stop the exiles from nicking the silverwear and stuff. 

 

There was a tragic 'Rocket and Jetty incident' recounted by Alan Moorehead (previously a renowned WWII 

correspondent) in the book 'Rum Jungle' and various newspapers of Sept 1952. An early resort manager had 

invited a friend - the NSW Governor General (Australia has numbers of Governors General) to stay at 'his' 

resort. The manager had previously been the Governor General`s Aide de camp.  Hayman always considered 

itself a cut above the other Whitsunday resorts (I suppose it was), and perhaps so as to enhance the 'superior' 

atmosphere, the manager had advised the other resorts to 'keep away' while his old boss and friend visited 

(the resorts had the practice of transporting their guests on day trips to visit each other). Well, the somewhat 

ordinary 'South Molle Resort', ignored the directive and arrived and disembarked their 'common folk' (the  

jetty was public property controlled by the Proserpine Shire Council (You have to love 'The Shires of 

Australia' - Tolkein...and so my Gandalf, surely would have). Anyway, the irate manager drove the Rocket  

to the end of the jetty and ordered the visitors gone. He was disregarded. The visitors started wandering 

down the jetty towards the resort... and toward the 'GG' for goodness sake! The  manager drove Rocket back 

down  the very narrow jetty (barely wider than the train), and  knocked, or caused 3 of the visitors to jump 

off, into the tide – 4 or 5  metres below!  One visitor struck his head on some coral and tragically died. The 

manager was then thrown off the jetty, and suffered a broken ankle! All such a 'bad look' for, and because of, 

the viceregal gentleman! The manager was charged with unlawful killing, but he got off with just the 

fractured ankle. At the trial deficient memories seemed to have developed all around. The witnesses that 

were called could not recall much useful fact at all. Like...who was actually pushing/throwing/who/where 

and when! Perhaps the resort wasn`t then called the Royal Hayman for nothing. 
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During my stay at Hayman I did not sleep 

on Gandalf. The unfriendly staff manager 

allotted me shared accommodation with a 

very strange individual. He was older and 

had been in the British Colonial Service 

(Kenya I think). He wore long khaki 

shorts (Many Australian males at that time 

were shoehorning themselves into 

'Stubbies' shorts). My roommate barely 

opened his mouth, except to quite often 

chuck a 'Bex' powder (Bex was a common 

brand of Australian painkiller) down his 

throat, followed immediately by a can of 

Coke. Unsurprisingly he seemed unwell. I 

am not sure whether the cocktail was to 

promote health or destroy it, but he 

seemed perpetually miserable. I avoided 

the place whenever possible. 

 

I enjoyed Hayman ...mostly good company, and with good food! – well I thought so. Some were critical...but 

'some' always are!  But they had never cooked on a dubious swaying meths stove like Gandalf`s I guess. 

That methylated spirits gravity fuelled cooker was suffering from overuse. The burners had disintegrated. 

But the beauty of low tech equipment is that it can be reconstructed more easily. New burners could be 

fashioned from tinfoil plates in 5 minutes and last a couple of weeks or so. My present Andal has exactly the 

same stove type. I cannot be using it enough as after 30 years the burners are still fine. I should go cruising 

again and burn them out. The 'staff' food at Hayman was often left over guest fare - but great I thought. But I 

have never been known to reject food of any sort (OK -'textured vegetable protein' excepted). 

 

Despite being stranded on an island there was always plenty to do. The staff even had a mini casino - well 

Crown and Anchor (Then illegal in Queensland). I once or twice watched the action – a fools game alright 

...except for the banker, a sub manager. The staff had their own bar and lounge/recreation space, and even a 

nightclub: 'Hernando`s Hideaway' was a ramshakle building several hundred metres down the beach beyond 

the resort complex. Once a week the band would move there after entertaining the guests (they were 

welcome too), but it was the staff that made it rock. Some forbidden staff/guest liaisons were initiated there.  

 

On one occasion some staff women persuaded me to crossdress 

(“That is the theme” they said”). I was the only person in drag. 

Of course friends and I could escape (sail away) from the 

'kingdom' to nearby Islands  and bays: Hook Island, Butterfly 

Bay, Blue Pearl Bay, Stonehaven ,even Bali Hai...for some 

better coral, solitude, and fishing. At Blue Pearl Bay, one lazy 

day a daughter of the resort owner swam out to Gandalf with a 

friend.  Fiona and I brewed some awful coffee. Jane, was a very 

sensible marine biology student from Townsville University.  

Hayman long serving staff advised “do not let the management know - the family are a protected species”! 

Well, we had not 'unprotected' the young woman, just gave her warmth and succour - she drank the coffee! 

 

The manager seemed to have a strong sense of division of labour. I am not sure that that did not contribute to 

uneasy decision making by his subordinates sometimes. During one 'cyclone scare' the marine staff shifted 

the resort fleet of aluminium hire dinghies from one 'safe' area to another without much logic, because each 

time: “the boss might not like them here”...”or there”.  Confuse and rule?  Longstanding staff said that the 

manager had started work on the island as a kitchen hand, but had become a union organiser and 

subsequently friendly with the owner. Apparently he still had a union certificate hanging on his office wall. 
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I only ever had one face to face meeting with the Manager. One non sailing day' my boss suggested that I use 

my idle time to plant hibiscus around an ugly marine shed. I was transplanting wilding seedlings when I 

heard 'ominous whistling' approaching.  Everyone knew that the manager always whistled when patrolling 

his domain. The staff advice was to find cover till the threat passed.  Why?   No!   He came upon me and 

stared for a moment. “What are you doing?”....“Planting Shrubs”....”You are not a gardener!” “Bill told me 

to”.   That was it...he strode off.  Five minutes later Bill arrived. “No gardening... just go and hide in the Tri.   

 

In the 1970`s, some of the Whitsunday resorts exhibited a variety of less than desirable management 

behaviour. One had financial troubles (A senior staff member was supposed to have run away with the 

chequebook and more...or somesuch) so the staff could not be paid, but for contributing two hours of labour 

a day they were given accommodation and sustenance. In another resort senior staff had relationship 

problems resulting in a shotgun attack on the communications equipment. (That equipment was the resort 

nerve centre in those days)  The tropics seemed  to just not always foster calm and proper behaviour....and 

those enduring 'Queensland rules' would occur....again  and again? 

   

In New Caledonia I had negotiated a second year of leave from the NZ Forest Service. I now had only about 

six weeks till I was due back at work. I wrote and asked where I would be posted (a condition of taking leave 

without pay) To be honest ...it would have taken a pretty special job to entice me away from cruising. Head 

Office replied.... “We can discuss it when you get back”.... Me;.... “I need to know where to sail to”..... 

They;.. “Where would you like?”... Me: “Northland” (That was altogether too cheeky!)...They replied... 

“Invercargill”.  It was a really interesting job but in a location difficult to fill I suspect. That sort of posting 

often occurred with returning leave takers. Anyway, I promptly replied to the effect... 'Many thanks for the 

opportunities and experience...but goodbye'. The Forest service did DOC (Dept of Conservation) type work 

in my time and I had spent several wonderful years tramping our remote indigenous state forests up to the 

tussock highlands helping survey the composition/condition of that magnificent estate. My work involved 

extremely precise location by hand bearing compass of randomly placed vegetation assessment points (so 

that they could be relocated for remeasurement in future). I think this later helped me feel confident of my 

location among hazards such as coral. There was no GPS then of course! But compass expertise is not 

everything.  In the New Hebrides (Vanuatu now), an old 'swapped' French chart had huge errors in island 

placement (like up to four miles!!). It was WWII vintage I think. The errors were so significant that I later 

wondered if a line of charts may have been deliberately produced to maybe have the enemy use them  and 

consequently collide with an island.  The errors certainly confused me - well until my Canadian crew (could 

read French) - pointed out a note added to the chart which stated the error!  Perhaps it was fortunate that we 

were approaching in daylight! Everybody so trusts GPS now...but could it be 'hacked or otherwise 

compromised to mislead?..... 'The Donald' could be capable - it might seem to him to make “America Great 

again” - just wreck everybody else!? 

 

Sadly, during a Forest Service survey of the Arawata catchment (South Westland), a  knee problem resulted 

in me being flown out from a  river flat beneath Mt Aspiring in a tiny Piper Cub (me crouching-no seat- in a 

bloody and hairy space behind the pilot where he usually threw a deer carcass!). This was before the more 

crazy days of the 'chopper' 'shoot and recover' venison industry. The Forest Service would have sent a 

helicopter to recover me, but the tiny plane was on the spot, 'willing and able'. The bad knee had resulted in 

the less strenuous, less exciting, occupation, of 'silviculture' (ie planning operations) in the huge Kaingaroa 

Forest southeast of Rotorua. It was probably that interesting but not particularly exciting work, that maybe 

caused me to dream of 'escape to sea'?  I also suspect that the fantastic time in the backcountry which 

inevitably was regularly wet, cold and requiring sensible caution well prepared me for sailing a small yacht 

in all weathers – even without a dodger!  I suppose I could 'do wet'! 

 

Back to Hayman. So it had turned out that in 1977, after two years of leave, the Forest Service had 

thoughtfully made it easy for me to abandon the forestry “ship”, and so prolong my journey as a 'freedom 

sailor'.  But of course, in all truth, that designation probably better suits me than 'public servant.' Being 

single, without responsibilities, and perhaps by then, well 'sun, sand, wave and wind weaned' from 'career 

ambition', it seemed that 'irresponsible' decision-making was easy.  But I think most of all I truly enjoyed the  
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self reliance of the whole experience. That is “doing it for oneself” ...”Number 8”...All that sort of stuff – so 

satisfying.  I think that NZers did much more of it then. Anyway life with my Wizard was  just all too good! 

 

After working for several months at the Hayman resort my 'cruising kitty' was clearly reaching a level that 

might begin to encourage too much consumption (I had already bought a new genoa) So, like my terminated 

'public service', my time in the hospitality industry was also rapidly drawing to a close! And now - my Public 

Service super contributions would even be returned! Too rich! Of course discarding career and 'significant' 

income streams for extended periods makes for a maybe a more modest 'afterlife'. What the heck...the 

experience of self -reliance, and living in a tiny space in all weathers makes later acceptance of minor 

deprivations that many would find unacceptable, no great hardship....always presuming good health of 

course! I have never been much into insurance, so having not much to lose equals less worries? 

 

Anyway, there would be real trimaran free, 'freedom sailing' soon. Use of the term 'freedom sailing' is a bit 

of a play on the presently topical, and often contentious 'freedom camping' so popular in NZ now (well with 

the campers!). I will not go near the 'headspace' of waste disposal - that very problem which is now often  

headlines with reference to 'freedom campers' in NZ! (clubmembers will know that a marine toilet is a 

'head'). Sailing Australia in the1970`s, the problem was barely on the radar, except in city ports such as 

Sydney. Even there, as an overseas yacht (I do not think they knew that I had actually imported Gandalf?), I 

was given official permission (permit number two!) to anchor and live aboard. One site, just a few bays 

above the Harbour Bridge – was Balls Head Bay. That bay was 'overseen' by no homes! (out of sight of 

couch potatoes is to be out of the hair of officials!) Hey...how about this though: Before leaving NZ, Gandalf 

was cruising in the Bay Of Islands. We were sailing close past one of our frigates anchored off Russell. The 

crew were on the foredeck downing their 'tot of rum' (sadly, “splicing the mainbrace”, is now a discontinued 

tradition). The officers seemed to have used the opportunity to keep the crew to windward as suddenly the 

'brine turned brown'... and Gandalf’s air foul.  I understand that 'Men-O-War' probably do not waste much 

space on holding tanks, and that there would have been no 'dump station' suitable for a warship on the 

Russell jetty,. but discharging practically on us? Maybe we were suspect terrorists (the stink 'bomb' 

defence?)...or perhaps they were envious, as unlike Gandalf, they did not even have a 'main brace' anymore.  

But it would be rude to maybe demonstrate their envy that way? OK, OK...so Gandalf did not have a 

mainbrace either, but the mainsheet performs much the same purpose. We just soldiered on through the 

compromised environment. Can`t stifle the 'senior service'. Love our navy! 

 

 A Scotswoman, Fiona, would sail away from Hayman with Gandalf. The resort staff manager who already 

disliked yachties, was peeved...Fiona, with her 'so broad' Scots accent, was a very popular waitress. She 

sailed on Wee Gandalf  until she returned to Scotland, 15 months later. 

 

My last resort act was, realising the contribution that the trimaran made to the excitement of the Hayman 

'guest experience', I arranged a seamless 'skipper transfer' to a cruising friend....a parting 'public service'? 

It had all been fun. 

 

And that was to continue as Gandalf was about to cruise to Lizard Island (400 miles north).... 

“Wizard to Lizard”. 
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